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How do you get all the trades involved with home technology (builders, 
integrators, contractors, architects, designers) to collaborate for optimal 
sell-through and customer experience? It’s a decades-old problem that 
needs to be addressed in a serious, sustained way.

That’s why we’ve created this Guide to TecHome Trade Team 
Collaboration.

Ultimately, this is a process issue with the special challenge of 
orchestrating multi-company collaboration across a multi-faceted, 
multi-phase project. All the trades on the team need to recognize the 
importance of a defined, detailed and documented upfront process, 
adhere to it and constantly revisit processes for refinement and 
improvement.

This document provides a scope and method for development of the 
collaborative processes, along with tips for effectiveness. Our focus 
is on the front-end processes (merchandising, marketing, sales and 
design) and back-end processes (user orientation, training and re-
training and long-term customer care) because production planning 
and jobsite activity are typically well-governed by contracts and project 
management tools and techniques.

Please be sure to let us know if you find the guide to be helpful and let 
us know your suggestions for refining and improving it.

Sincerely,

John Galante
President
AE Ventures

Introduction
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1. Electronics: AV/Home Automation/
Security
a. Electronic Locks

b. Video Doorbells

c. Fire Alarm Systems

d. Home Theaters

e. Intercoms/Door Answering Systems

f. Intrusion Alarm Systems

g. Multi-Room Audio/Architectural Speakers

h. Home Automation Systems

i. Structured Wiring Systems

j. Video Surveillance Systems

2. Smart Lighting & Electrical
a. Automated Lighting Control Systems

b. Back-Up Generators and Switches

c. Energy Monitoring and Management

d. Energy Storage

e. LED Lighting

f. Motorized Shading Systems

g. Smart, Connected Load Centers

h. Solar Photovoltaic Power Generation

i. Whole-Home Power Conditioning and Surge 
Suppression

3. Smart HVAC & IAQ
a. Air Filtration and Cleaning Systems

b. Automated Ventilation Systems (HRVs, ERVs)

c. Connected/Motorized Windows

d. Geothermal Heating and Cooling

e. High-Efficiency Heating/Cooling Systems

f. Smart/Connected Thermostats

g. Zone-Controlled Heating/Cooling Systems

4. Smart/Connected Appliances
a. Dishwashers

b. Ovens & Cook Tops

c. Refrigerators

d. Washers & Dryers

5. Smart Water/Water Management
a. Automatic Hot Water Recirculation Systems

b. Leak Detection and Protection Systems

c. Rainwater Harvesting/Greywater Systems
d. Smart Irrigation
e. Tankless and Hybrid Water Heaters
f. Water-Saving Fixtures and Systems

Front End: Merchandising, Marketing, 
Sales and Design

The TecHome Product Taxonomy for Merchandise Selection

Strong Trade Team collaboration starts early in what we call the Merchandising Phase. This 
is where builders and their trade partners decide which types of technology products will 
be offered. 
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When deciding the categories in which you want to make offers, the variety of feature 
sets and pricing, consider demographics and psychographics and think through the 
opportunities for tech in the house plans, room-by-room.

Demographic & Psychographic Consideration Template
1. Tech needs and wants by 

generation
a. Boomers

b. Gen X

c. Gen Y

d. iGen

2. Tech needs and wants by 
market band
a. First-Time Buyer

b. Move-Up

c. Luxury/Dream Home

d. Second/Vacation Home

e. Home for Retirees/Aging in 
Place

3. Tech needs and wants by 
lifestyle profile
a. Music Lovers
b. Movie lovers
c. Sports Fans
d. Work-At-Home
e. Outdoor Entertainers
f. Tech Kids
g. Easy Living
h. Connected Living
i. Entertainer
j. Green/Conserver
k. Gear Head
l. Golden Years
m. Assisted Living

Room-by-Room Tech Opportunities Analysis Template

1. Kitchen

2. Master Suite

3. Bathroom

4. Closets

5. Home Office

6. Living/Dining/Great Room

7. Deck/Patio/Pool

8. Recreation Room

9. Kid’s Bedroom

10. Garage/Workshop

11. Laundry Room

12. Dedicated Home Theater/Listening Room
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While the home landscape runs broad and deep, it’s important to simplify choices for homebuyers 
and homeowners through packaging and pricing. Ideally, establish a multi-product, whole-home 
standard package that is priced into the home with lifestyle, product-focused or room-by-room 
upgrade options. And, understand even for the most analytical and social (needs friends’ and 
family opinions) buyers, offering more than a good-better-best set of options in a single product or 
system category can create circuit overload and foil sales. 

Packaging & Pricing

• Don’t price products/systems beyond value that can be easily 
researched online or with competitors.

Pricing should follow simple rules such as:

• As buyers step up to better, best and more options, be able to 
demonstrate how they are getting more for their money, even 
greater value than a lower level buy.

• Consider the psychology of the pricing. Does the price feel 
right for the value/utility/wow factor provided? Can your 
salespeople make a good case for the price of the feature?

• Consider creating space in your regular pricing of individual 
options for promotional discounts that either incentivize the 
sale of bigger bundled packages or can be used to close 
decisions of dawdling buyers.
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Marketing & Sales
Collaboration on marketing and sales starts with the builder’s capabilities and requirements. In the 
production and semi-custom markets, builders typically control the sale relationship and define the 
contributions they are looking for from tech integrators and contractors. In the fully custom/luxury market, 
the integrator/contractor role tends to be more of a partnership with the GC and subcontractors sharing 
the relationship and pre-defined revenue share for the builder who creates the customer.

Regardless of the relationships and arrangements, the marketing of your home tech offers needs a clear 
leader who will develop a consistent voice and decide the overall marketing mix.

1. Start the overall marketing with sales collateral and 
order-taking materials. Getting buyers to these 
deep-funnel tools with the right attitude and right 
early orientation and education is essential.

2. Build an online tool where buyers can access 
feature/benefit information in a way that 
corresponds with the way they are likely to be 
searching/researching their options. 

a. In conformance with merchandising templates 
above, organize the info so it can be searched 
by product category, by room or lifestyle 
profile.

b. Develop a drill-down structure where visitors 
can explore high-level feature/benefit info 
quickly with the option to drill down to details.

c. Make sure image, copy and video assets are 
consumer-centric and not spec sheet-type info 
intended for the trade.

3. When a decision is made to include a substantial 
tech package as standard in every home, concise 
communications of that package should be 
incorporated into general sales and marketing 
efforts for the home(s)/community.

Here are some tips for the team:
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Design

Pre-planned merchandising and early sales 
and marketing of home tech is essential when 
considering the downstream effects on design 
and production. Appropriate pathways and 
spaces for wiring and other infrastructure 
and provisioning of power to various 
components of the systems are all handled 
more economically and in a more aesthetically 
pleasing way when designed into the home at 
the earliest phase possible.

4. Develop a needs assessment survey that can be 
used for discovery of tech sales opportunities.

5. In model home-selling environments, consider 
incorporating home technologies like electronic 
locks, automation, motorization, lighting and AV 
into walk-throughs and presentations on other 
home features to enable buyers to experience 
the benefits of technology before they get their 
guard up at a presentation.

6. Clearly define the process for presenting and 
closing on tech features and define which roles 
will be filled by which trade partners. 

7. The sales and marketing team which develops and executes the launch and on-going efforts should 
meet regularly to review results and brainstorm improvements.

Marketing & Sales Tips, Continued
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Most home tech requires end-users to effectively operate products to realize the full benefits and 
value. For that reason, user training is a particularly important area for trade teams to tend. Also 
important are plans and resources for long-term customer care and technical support, often including 
remote monitoring and managed services. 

Tips:

Back End: Customer Experience

User Orientation, Training and Customer Care

1. The trade team that maps out the merchandising 
plan should also identify which products and 
systems require user training to ensure a positive 
customer experience and which partner is in the 
best position to provide the training. Remember: 
good user training includes asking users to show 
you what they learned and operate the product 
themselves.

2. You may be able to provide some training and 
support via online videos. Best practice here is to 
shoot video either at the home or the closest thing 
to the home as possible.

3. Initial trainings often fade from memory due to 
information overload upon acquisition of a home. 
You should plan for follow-up calls to refresh on 
training within the first month or two of occupancy.

4. Many systems include cloud connectivity that can 
provide diagnostic information to head service 
providers or even enable remote troubleshooting. 
Understand these options as part of your 
merchandising plan and think through whether 
you will provide these at a fee or free for a while 
and then paid. We advise against providing free 
service of this sort on an open-ended basis. 


